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The list of Presidents of CPC BC Branch from beginning until 2000. 

1950 – 1953  Włodzimierz Czetwertyński 
1953 – 1959 mec. Jakub Kaliski 
1959 – 1961 Józef Grębski 
1961 – 1964 inż. Franciszek Siudut 
1964 – 1965  Karol Rekliński 
1965 – 1966 Bolesław Liszkowski 
1966 – 1968  inż. Franciszek Siudut 
1968 – 1969 Leopold Klepalski 
1969 – 1970 Michał Awsiukiewicz (Feb. 69) – Karol Rekliński ( from March 69) 
1970 – 1971  Karol Rekliński 
1971 – 1972  Józef Stawecki 
1972 – 1973  Stanisław Zalot 
1973 – 1974  Feliks Mazurek 
1974 – 1977  dr. Walter Kazuń 
1977 – 1980 Leon Fus 
1980 – 1981  Karol Rekliński 
1981 – 1983 Bolesław Wiliński 
1983 – 1985  Elżbieta Nestorowicz 
1985 – 1987 Henryk Jopowicz 
1987 – 1992 Feliks Mazurek 
1992 – 1994 Bolesław Wiliński 
1994 – 1996  inż. Andrzej Kopczyński 
1997 – 1998  dr. Grazyna Grace Pawlikowski (up to Feb.97 W.Wierzbicki) 
1998 – 2000 Edward Dornia 

Introduction.  
 
 By the end of 2013 I had been approached by two ladies: Iwona Swiatczak and Beata 
Grotkowska - Presidents of the CPC BC Branch - they gently requested me to help them to 
write a story about the history of the CPC BC Branch. One day I took the old green suitcase, 
remembring times of the Polish Army in the West during World War II. It was the one that I 
inherited from doctor Chitruk - an officer of the Polish Army, and I brought it to Canada in 1988. 
The suitcase contained a lot of old newspapers from the nineties, a large album, all the gifts my 
friends gave to me hoping that I would use them one day, and some copies of my old records 
from the time I was the President of the Board of Canadian Polish Congress and I was a part of 
some associated organizations. After few days of deliberation what to do with all records and 
pictures, medals and copies, the two women convinced me to write a ”few pages”, and that's how 
it all started. It took me hundreds of hours to find some records from many sources, books, or 
internet posts, ebooks, newspapers, and existing books to prepare the history of the CPC in 
British Columbia. 
 
 At the beginning I reached into my old notes, and found that in 1994 I had a meeting with 
the duchess Elżbieta Czetwertyńska, nee Wielopolska, in her appartment #204 - 1775 West 
11 Ave in Vancouver. I also had her old phone number, that was 732-8209. During that meeting 
Mrs. Elzbieta told me many stories about how they got to Canada, how they traveled all over from 
the East Coast by train, and how the newspaper ”The Province” was 'greeting' their arrival to BC. 
She mentioned that they had to apply to Governor of BC to get permission to settle down in BC, 
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because the province was ”British”. Mr. Elzbieta talked about the time they were on Vancouver 
Island, then in USA, then back to Vancouver Island where they finally bought the lodge known 
later as ”Kopina”. 
 
 She showed me albums and pictures, and memorabilia, and at the end of our long 
meeting she gave me few pictures, and a copy of the newspaper article about their arrival to BC. 
The first President of the CPC BC Branch was a tall person, close to 6.5 feet high, he loved 
sports, especially playing tennis. 
 
 Anna Kopczynski – my wife – also had the pleasure to meet and talk with Mrs. Elzbieta 
Czetwertynska in Polish Combatants Association. The PCA (SPK) have the large library, and my 
wife regularly took out books. One day when she was there with my young son Andrew, two 
women came to the table she was sitting at, and one of them was Mrs. Elzbieta. They played with 
him for a while (Jędrek was only 5 months old), then they talked. Mrs. Elzbieta Cztwertynska told 
Anna that she knew her husband, she thought he was the kind of person like her husband, who 
always worked hard, always felt strong, and loved intense sports. However she warned him often 
to slow down, because while he was a big man, his heart wouldn't be able to keep up. She 
mentioned that her husband died of heart attack at the age of 57, but could have lived much 
longer. 
 
 
 During that time I met also many other fine people, like first Treasurer of the CPC BC 
Branch Mr. Jozef Urbanowski. He was a co-fouder of the Friends of Scouts Circle in 
Vancouver – the association for helping organize scouts, handle funds, events, and promoting 
Polish heritage among the scouts. He told me a lot of stories about the beginning of the CPC, and 
about the first President, the first meeting of the CPC, and the first years of the CPC. He spoke 
about his past, and he also gave me some memorabilia. In return I gave him my time and help 
with the edition and printing of a booklet: ”Jubilee, 25-years of Friends of Scouts Circle”. FSC 
was a member organization of Canadian Polish Congress. The graphic design of it was done by 
T.Marcak. 
 
 I was invited to many homes. I visited Mr. & Mrs. Mazurek's home, Mrs. F.Zurowski's 
home, Father Majek's home, Mrs.Mr. Kochanowski, Mrs.Mr. Ozdoba, all Twarog brothers homes, 
all Pozniaks homes, Mr. Borowicz, Mrs. Runcewicz, Mrs.Mr. Freyman, Mrs. Mr. Podejko, Mr. 
Wijata, Mr. Kawecki, Mrs. Balicka-Smolen, Mrs. Karulis, Mrs. Lukomska-Khan, Mrs.Mr. Twarog, 
Mrs.Mr. Wojcik, Mrs.Mr. Wilinski and many many others. Most of them were past presidents or 
current presidents, board members of the CPC and associated organizations. Many others like 
Mrs.Mr. Grzybowicz, Edward Gacek, Elizabeth Kozlowski, E.Nesterowicz, Galysas, Plekas, 
Keats, Brozyna, Bartholomew, Blacharska, Borowski, Buch, Klepalska-Niedzielska, Zorawska, 
many Jaworskis , Owczarzak, Kielb, Karulis, Chtiej, Stawecki, Marcjan, Niemirski, Narodowski, 
Tellentire, March, Labelle, Jacak, Jaroszynski, Coulson, Stawecki, Pawlowski, Radziszewskis, 
Stencels, Sawickis, Szafnicki, Urbanowski, mec.Wlodyka, Wojciechowski, Zonenberg, and many 
more, helped me gather this information. Many of them told me about their past, sometimes 
showing photo albums, or giving me copy of pictures or records from the past.  

 
 As I metioned, one day I went to West Vancouver, invited by Mrs. Friderika Zurowski, 
nee Schmalenberg, born on May 23, 1917 in Winniki at Lwow which was the second largest 
Polish cultural and academic center during the Polish Kingdom, Austrian Empire and in Poland 
before 1939. I remember that she finished highschool in Lwow. She lived in her condo at 
Dutchess Street in West Vancouver, and I spent a few hours listening to the story of their past, 
immigration to Canada, the planning and construction of the Polish Community Center P.T. 
”Zgoda”. She told me that her husband was doing well at the City Hall of Vancouver, however he 
usually spent part of his salary for the materials needed at the construction site, and only a part of 
salary was left for daily needs. She often went to the construction site at 4015 Fraser Street, 
taking some sandwitches with her, specially prepared for the volunteers working there. They 
called her ”Frydka” and they appreciated the food, hot tea, and coffee. Mrs. Zurowski showed me 
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old albums, with pictures, and also some programs from the years her husband was the 
President of the Polish Community Center, and the Director of Polish-Canadian Youth 
Circle - later PCUY. She gave me some pictures, and programs from years of Jubilee 100-
years of Canadian Confederation, from construction and opening of Polish Friendship 
”Zgoda” Society called also the Polish Hall, or Polish Community Centre. There were some 
pictures from dedication-blessing of the ”Zgoda” Flag, and from the funeral of President Slugocki. 
I'm thankfull to both of them for the memorabilia, that I could use now 18 years later to write this 
for the CPC BC Branch, to be posted on the CPC web site and available for current and futher 
generatios. 
 
 Recently many of the PCUY – the Polish folk dance and songs group - helped me with 
their photos and recollections of the time they danced under the leadership of directors: Roman 
Zurowski, Maria & Jan Borowski, Stan Jaworski , Dr. Kazun , F. Mazurek, G. Labelle F. 
Siudut, Mr. & Mrs. Zielinski, A. Szefer, W. Dybinski and others. 
 
 I would like to give thanks to Jan Kochanowski for his input and copies, to J. Podejko for 
medals, pennants, and photos, to Feliks Mazurek and his wife for pictures and memorabilia, to B. 
Wiliski for photos and notes, to Elzbieta Nestorowicz for photos, recollections and records, to 
Stanislaw Borowicz for hours of recollection, to Mr. Jan Pozniak for pictures and stories, Teresa 
Tellentire, Janine Marsz, Teresa Labelle, to Janina and Boleslaw Grzygowicz, Jadwiga 
Runcewicz, Elizabeth Kozlowski, Edward Gacek, Tadeusz Kawecki, Edward Twarog, Jozef 
Stawecki for all help, contacts, consultation & completion of a list of past Presidents of the CPC 
and Polish Community Center. I would like to gvie special thanks to Weronika Buch, Mrs. & Mr. 
Galysa, Mrs. Klepalski-Niedzielski, Jadwiga Labelle, Jozef Brozyna, Bozena Zonenberg, Anna 
Owczarzak, Jerzy Kusmider, Nuns from St. Casimir Church, and many other people who 
provided me with all kinds of help. I'm sorry if I missed anyone, many of them are no longer with 
us, but I think they are always there, and thinking about our community. 
 
I'd like to invite anyone with information to please give it to the CPC BC Branch. By the end, I'm 
pleased to give great thanks to all the CPC Board Members of the Jubilee-90-ties – your hard 
work, talent, and vision completed the great success of the CPC, the unprecedented 50-
Anniversary events that took place in Vancouver, Victoria, Chilliwack, Surrey, Coquitlam and 
Vernon. 
 
 

Time passes, history remains. Andrzej Kopczynski  

 
 

Early days of Congress in BC. 
 

The Canadian Polish Congress was born after modification of an existing organization 
– the Federation of Polish Societies in Canada, which was registered in Winnipeg on February 
the 7

Th
, 1933. Below are copies of the federal patent of incorporation (registration #97339). 

 
Up to World War II Winnipeg had the largest Polish settlement in Canada – according to 

a Census from 1933 – 112 thousand Polish immigrants. After World War II the largest population 
of Polish immigrants was in Toronto, where 250 thousand Polish settled, and Montreal with 130 
thousand. To British Columbia came a few thousand Poles. (BC Census 2004 has the following 
numbers: Ethnic Origin: Polish – 128,360, Census BC 2006 Mother Language” Polish – 17,565, 
population of BC 4,1 millions) 
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In September of 1944 on the General Meeting of the Federation of Polish Societies in 
Canada in Toronto, the members voted for changes in the Constitution and By-Law of society, 
and they established a new name – Canadian Polish Congress. 

 
After 1945, around 5 thousand Polish immigrants, including many veterans, came and gradually 
settled in BC. Many of the veterans were members of the general Anders Corp and division of 
general Maczek. As a result of growing population the new Polish the veteran and civil 
organization were established, and the membership of existing organizations was also growing. 
The Polish Friendship ”Zgoda” Society had already existed since 1926. 
 
 
 On the initiative of the lawyer Jakub Kaliski and prince Wlodzimierz Czetwertyski, both  
veterans, members of PCA and Polish Friendship ”Zgoda” Society the new chapter of the 
Canadian Polish Congress was born in BC, on the night of November 11

th
, 1950. The first 

meeting took place in the home of Kaliski, and they elected Wlodzimierz (Wladimir) 
Czetwertyski as the first President of the CPC British Columbia Branch.  
The first Vice President was Jakub Kaliski, and the first Secretary and Treasurer was Jozef 
Urbanowski. The first member organizations of the CPC BC Branch became the Polish 
Friendship ”Zgoda” Society wha had his own Hall at Victoria Drive, and the Polish 
Combatants Association from Vancouver. 
 

 
Shortly after, in 1950, the CPC BC joined the White Eagle Polish Association from 

Victoria, which also had received possesion of the building. In addition, the CHUB radio station in 
Nanaimo began broadcasting a Polish radio program. That program started thanks to Father 
Frank Kossakiewicz OMI, and was broadcasted thanks to dedicated work of Eugeniusz 
Plawski and his family. In 1951 the Presidents of the CPC BC Branch – Czetwertynski and 
Kaliski broadcasted long speech addressed to people of Polish origin, appealing to unity and 
common activities, and appealing to support Polish associations. In 1951 the Jubilee 25-years of 
the Polish Friendship ”Zgoda” Society came to pass, who's community centre was at that time 
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in Victoria Drive in Vancouver. In 1951 was also established Polish Credit Union (Nov.17, 1951 
first general meeting) 

 
 
These interesting facts, and many others amazing stories are described in memoirs of 

Maria & Eugeniusz Plawski, in the chapters of the 500 page book ”Polish in British Columbia”, 
released by Watra Society in 1988. 

It would be good to translate such a wonderful book, and post both versions – Polish & 
English - as eBooks on the internet, with permission of authors/editors, accessible around the 
world. 

 
 
 

  
Editors: B. Czaykowski, M. Tworzecka, E. Fedyczkowska 

 
 
 
In 1952 as a result of action by the CPC members – ”Zgoda” and PCA undertook joint 

resolution about construction of the new common Polish Hall. Old ”Zgoda's” Hall was too small 
and too tight to accomodate the growing population of new Polish immigrants and the old 
population of Polish-Canadians, who were active and organized many new groups, events, 
meetings, dance parties, and ceremonies. 

 
 
The annual program of activities of the CPC contained celebration of the most important 

National Days: The Constitution of May 3
rd

, Independance Day (The 11
th
 Day of November), 

traditionally starting with Holy Mass at St. Casimir Church and ending in the Polish Hall with the 
solemn academy and performances of children and folk groups. Traditionally the members of the 
CPC had placed the wreath at the Unknown Soldier Monument in Vancouver. 

 
 
 
In April of 1953 Wladimir Czetwertynski, with the recommendation of Henri Pybus Bell-

Irving, got a job and moved to Eaglecrest Luxury Lounge on Vancouver Island, Qualicum Beach, 
where he soon became supervisor and general manager. 

 
Jakub Kaliski became the second President of the Canadian Polish Congress 

British Columbia Branch in the May of 1953. 
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Henry Pybus Bell-Irving “ Budge” , Governor BC. 

 

 

 

Eaglenest Luxury Lounge - Vancouver Island – Qualicum Beach 
 

 

 
Jakub Kaliski was the President of the CPC BC and from 1953 mediated several times 
between Polish Combatants Association #3 and Polish Frienship Zgoda Society. He attempted to 
get a signing agreement to build a common Polish Hall to be shared by both societies, however 
he did not succeed. The Combatants Association bought a small house in Burnaby at 7670 Joffre 
Street in 1956.  
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On July 13, 1957 The Polish Friendship ”Zgoda” Society had the ceremony of 
presentation for the plans of the new hall, and the ”foundation stone” funded by its memebers: 
Stanley Zlomanczuk, W.Z. Szczudlowski, W.J. Wos, A. Foltym, A. Skwira, Jozefa Wos, Alek 
Jurczak, S. Tabian, W. Kus, M. Wota, Janina Dabrowska, Jan Szczepulski, Jakub Kaliski, E. 
Nowak, William J. Blakc, Andrzej Galysa, Stanislaw Jaworski, Makowski, J. Wlodyka, J. 
Jurek, Edward Dabrowski, A. Dukowski, Z. Makarewicz, Andrzej Wasiak, and a few months 
later in the November of 1957 society had the ceremonial laying of the foundation stone for the 
construction of the new Polish Home at 4015 Fraser Street in Vancouver. 

 
CPC President and CPC directors were often members of the organizing committee, 

involved in the Zgoda's decissions, and plans to unite it with PCA.  The purchase of the new 
Polish Hall or decission of building it, was in the center of all disccussion among the Polish 
community in Vancouver area. It was emotional and important, also involving serious financial 
risk, taking mortgage, and paying all back for many years. There was a hope that all 
organizations, Women Federation and CPC will find there their home. 
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Mrs. Friderika Zurowski displays the model of the building of Polish Community Center.  
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From the left Jakub Kaliski, Roman Zurowski, Stan Dabrowski placing the „foundation 

stone” for the Polish Community Center. 
 
 
 
 
The initiative of President CPC Jakub Kaliski and Engineer Franciszek Siudut, Jozef 

Grebski and professor William Rose, established a foundation for students of Polish 
Language at UBC. For Kaliski the higher education of Polish youth was the most important goal 
in the agenda for the CPC and Polonia. Therefore he was actively supporting the establishment 
of Polish schools. The women from the Federation of Polish Women in Canada – the member 
organization of the CPC - were most likely the volunteers, teachers, the funds raisers, and 
custodians of such schools. 
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  Professor Wiliam Rose 
 
William John Rose was born in 1885 near Minnedosa, Manitoba, and attended Wesley  
College where he prepared for missionary work in China. He won a Rhodes scholarship  
and studied at Oxford University where he obtained both his B.A. (1908) and M.A.  
(1912). He returned to Wesley College as a lecturer in classics and mathematics. In 1914,  
he went to Poland as a special worker for the World Students' Christian Federation.  
While there, Rose became keenly interested in Poland's history and culture. When  
World War I began he was in Austrian Silesia, where he was detained as an enemy  
alien. Between 1920 and 1927, he served as a relief worker in Poland with the YMCA.  
He also completed his Ph.D. at the University of Krakow (1926). After teaching at  
Dartmouth College, Rose accepted a position as Polish reader at the University of  
London and quickly rose to become head of the School of Slavonic Studies (1939-1950).  
Although retiring in 1950, Rose remained very active. He helped to establish the  
Department of Slavonic Studies at the University of British Columbia, served as a  
special lecturer there from 1951 to 1954, and in 1956 was named Professor Emeritus of  
Slavonic Studies. After leaving UBC he moved to Naramata, B.C., where he served on  
the staff of the Christian Leadership Training School, also known as the Naramata  
Centre. He died in 1968.  
 

In 1956-57 Kaliski co-organized the movement ”Bread for Poland”. He had a very 
colorful past, he was born in Warsaw in 1894, took part in a military campaign in 1920, he 
finished law at the University of Warsaw. He left Poland in 1939, then worked in Vilnus, left in 
1941 for Japan, and from Japan he came to Vancouver. He was a member of the Polish Vetarans 
Association Div. #3, from 1950 onward. He was a good speaker, a good arbitrator, and he was 
able to make people laugh while broadcasting funny anecdotes on Polish Radio - ”Evenings at 
the microphone”.  

 
His biography was written by Miloslawa Boska, and is a part of the book ”Polish in 

British Columbia” (Polish language edition), edited by Watra – Vancouver – 1988. 
 
During his presidency the construction of the Polish Community Hall at 4015 Fraser 

Street began. Here below is a copy of the bulletin ”Pole in BC”, edited in the March of 1956 - with 
appeals to the Polish community and Canadians of Polish origin for the support and financing of 
the construction of the Polish Home. 
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The Sixties. 
 
 In 1959 Mr. Jozef Grebski was elected the President of the CPC, and same year the 
building of Polish Community Centre was finished. He was president until 1961. The CPC took 
part of creating the Polish Christianity Millenium Committee, for preparation of the celebration of 
the millenium in 1966. This Committee continued work collecting funds for Millenium Fund 
Charity– helping students of Polish origin with small scholarship funds. 
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 From 1961 the president of the CPC was Engineer Franciszek Siudut. 

 
 Under his leadership the CPC BC in the beginning of October 1962 the CPC organized 
the great event ”The Week of Polish Canadians”. The main goal of it was to present the 
acomplishments of Polish folk and culture to other Canadians, and to present Polish heritage – 
mainly Polish folk costumes, folk dance groups – in many places over the GV area, by public 
dancing on a sport stadium and also at Queen Elizabeth Park. 

 
Some of pictures of this event can be seen below. 
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The next two Presidents leading Canadian Polish Congress BC were Karol Reklinski 
(1964-65) and Boleslaw Liszkowski (1965-1966) – who was a veteran decorated with many 
military Crosses, and who also wrote and edited a book - ”Chronicle of Polish Friendship 
Zgoda Society – 1926-1966” (86 pages). Another 17 page essay about Zgoda Society was 
completed in 1981 by Krzysztof Kilman. 

 

Karol Reklinski  and Maria Borysiewicz in the middle of Polish folk dance group.  
Picture taken by Bill Cunningham - „The Province” reporter. 

 
In 1966 Franciszek Siudut was elected again as President of the CPC. He stayed in 

power until the end of 1968. At that time Leon Klepalski was the Chairman of the Canadian Folk 
Society in BC, and they were planning the events of the Centennial of Canadian Confederation, 
also known as the BC Centennnial. 

 
The celebrations of the Millenium Christianity of Poland began with a Mass celebrated by 

arcbishop Martin Michael Johnson in Vancouver’s Cathedral, then the jubilee solemn academy 
took place in Vancouver Playhouse – on Cambie street. 

 
Preserved until today is the program of Jubilee Banque & Ball held at Georgia Hotel In 

Vancouver on May 7
th
 1966. 

 
I belive I got it from Mrs. & Mr. Mazurek, in 1996, and thanks to them today we can post it 

in this story of the CPC British Columbia Branch.  
 
Copy presented belllow. 
The Millenium Committee: F. J. Siudut, Rev. W. Golus, M. Adamski, H. Bartyzel, N. 

Chtiej, J. Cavanach, B. Czykowski, S. Dyakowska, J. Grebski, J. Kazun, S. Koczwarski, J. 
Kostrzewa, B. Liszkowski, S. Lukasiewicz, F. Mazurek, J. Markowicz, W. Mokrzycki, F. Repek, J. 
Runcewicz, W. J. Stankiewicz, F. Twarog, B. Wilinski, S. Zachariasiewicz, R. Zurowski. 

The Banquet & Ball Committee: Prof. Jan J. Solecki, Prof. Jan Freyman, Dr. Walter J. 
Kazun, Maria Malek, Hieronim Palica. 

Honorable Guests: Mayor-General, the Lieutenant Governor of BC - Hon. George R. 
Pearkes, and Mrs. Pearkes, Arcbishop of Vancouver – M. Rev. Martin M. Johnson, Premier of BC 
– Hon. V.A.C. Bennet and Mrs. Bennet, Mayor City Vancouver – William G. Rathie and Mrs. 
Ratchie, Hon. Judge – A. H. J. Swencicky and Mrs. Swencicky. 
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 Another great challenge for the Canadian Polish Congress happened in 1967 – the 
100

th
 anniversary of BC's confederation with Canada, known as B.C. Centennial. 

 
The BC Centennial was a year long celebration held in 1966-67 when the provinces 

celebrated the 100th anniversary of the Canadian Confederation. Communities and 

organizations across Canada were encouraged to engage in Centennial projects. The events 
differed from town to town, but they culminated on Dominion Day, July 1

st
, 1967. 

 
The Polish-Canadian ethnic community presented itself to Canadians very well, Polonia 

showed that it is an important element of Canadian Multiculturalism, showing spectators beautiful 
costumes, well trained team of dancers, folk songs, musicians. Finally, Polish Canadians took 
part in the great event in ”Canadian Centennial Festival of Folk and Art” in Queen Elizabeth 
Playhouse.  

 
Thanks to the greatness of Fryda Zurowski this well preserved 32 page long BC 

Centennial program was given to me years ago and today it is posted bellow. 
Similar programs were printed in 1967 for the main events – a street parade was held at 

Hastings in Vancouver as some participants – members of the CPC recalls. 
 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_Confederation
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Also thanks to Fryda Zurowski we have another Centennial program from Oct. 22, 1967, 
of the performances in Queen Elizabeth Playhouse.  

 
It's an amazing fact that we have over 100 names of performers, and committee 

members who performed that day. Some of them I know, and I'm in contact with. They will be 
providing more new information, or some new data and photos in the 2014. 

 
The Board of Polish Congress was very often a part of such events, like community 

anniversaries, Canadian Folk Society activities, Vancouver & Victoria celebrations, and other 
festivals. The CPC was the proud of the PCUY, and they always were present on all of the CPC's 
celebrations and National Holidays. These were days of glory and youth years in Vancouver and 
in Victoria Polish Halls. 
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The next President 1968-1969 was Leon Klepalski, the President & Chairman of 

Canadian Folk Society Vancouver Branch. 1968 was announced as ”The Year of Youth” by 
the Canadian Government. With a grant of $3000 from the Federal Government, the Canadian 
Polish Congress BC Branch had sent their youth to Edmonton. The PCUY performed at the main 
celebration held on July 4

th
, 1968. 

 

The program and press article from July 1968. 

 
For a few months in 1969 presidency of the CPC went to Michal Awsiukiewicz, but from 

February after his departure to work in the Eastern Canada, the post was taken over by Karol 
Reklinski. This was the 25

th
 Anniversary of the CPC. 

On the initiative of the CPC in 1970 it was decided that aging society needed the 
construction of Polish home for seniors, and the CPC called a public meeting of the Polish 
community. The ”Seniors House Building Committee” was set up in Vancouver in the 
composition of: 
  Engineer Faranciszek Siudut, Rev. Wojciech Golus, Henryka Filipowicz, 
Margarita Iwańczyk, Jan Freyman, Zygfryd Sujkowski, Jan Matusiak, Aleksander Bartyzel, Anna 
Sujkowska, Stanisław Zalot and Jadwiga Runcewicz. 

  
It was also the year of the 500th anniversary of the birth of Nicolaus Copernicus. In 1970, 

the historical anniversary of the Katyn Murder came and the CPC had organized numerous 
academies with the participation of the Choir of the CPC. The CPC displayed documentries 
dedicated to the Katyn Massacre. 
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CPC Choir conducted by Karol Reklinski - CPC president 
 
Katyn Massacre was that largest ever war crime commited on war prisoners in 

WWII. It was a mass killing of Polish combat officers taken as war prisoners in 1939. 
Police workers and civillians were also murdered by the Soviet NKVD in 1940 – over 21 
thousand total, including over 10,000 officers of the Polish Army. The Soviet genocide of 
Polish citizens continued up to the day the Germans started the war with Soviet Union; 
on June 22, 1941. So the goal of the CPC was to remind Canadians about the Katyn 
Massacre, and get Canada's support for exhumation and constructing cemeteries with 
graves for the victims. 
 

 

The Seventies. 
 

From 1971 – 1972 the President of the CPC was Jozef Stawecki. He was a member 
of the Polish Combatants Association and for many years the Principal of a Polish School 
located at St. Casimir Parish. During his presidency the CPC co-organized the protest against 
the visit of Kossygin - the Prime Minister of the USSR on November 23.  

 
The CPC organized two committees: the Reconstruction Committee of the Royal Castle 

in Warsaw, and the Committee of Celebrations for the 500th anniversary of the birth of Nicolaus 
Copernicus. Both committees worked until 1973.  
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The sculpture created by Stan Zalot – past president of CPC BC Branch, posted at 
Copernicus Lodge. 

In 1972, the Polish community held a groundbreaking ceremony for the construction of 
the House of Elders named after Nicolaus Copernicus. The president of the CPC in the period 
1972-1973 was Stanislaw Zalot, a member of the PCA, a lawyer with a passion for sculpting. 

 
In 1973 Feliks Mazurek was elected as the President of the CPC. That year in the 

presence of the CPC's President, images of Copernicus (made by Stanislaw Zalot) were unveiled 
at the Planetarium in Vancouver, before the Copernicus Lodge, and before the observatory in 
Victoria.  

 
Nicolaus Copernicus 500

th
-birth anniversary celebrations were held in the Polish 

Community Center Polish Friendship Zgoda Society. 
 
When the CPC president was Karol Reklinski, the Polish folk dancers from ”Zgoda” 

travelled to Yukon for a week long tour to several cities.  
 
They performed as a guests of Klondike 73 – Yukon's 75 Bithday Party, a celebration 

of the ”gold rush” and 75 years of the creation of Yukon Territory.  
 
The dancers and their director Roman Zurowski found their enthusiastic welcome in 

Carcross and Teslin. Then they performed several times in Whitehorse. In addition, they visited 
fantastic tourists attraction: Takhini Hot Springs – Yukon. 

 
Thanks to Janine and Peter Marsz, who were dancers of Zurowski's group, we have 

some pictures and articles from the amazing voyage that took place in 1973. It was possible with 
the help of a provincial grant.  
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As Edward Gacek recalls, Mr. Zurowski usually was leaving Zgoda building around 11 

pm. He was always working extremly hard, making lots of flyers, panflets, and bulletins for the 
coming events or anniversaries. Members of the CPC Board were usually the presidents or 
directors of member organizations of CPC. 

 
Zurowski worked at Vancouver City Hall, his office was at Engineering Department 

located in Kitsilano. He always had time for training dancers, choreography, organizing trips, 
applying for whatever grant was possible, cooperation with the CPC, co-organizing funds, and 
also measuring stages of the places the team would dance or perform. He checked lights, sound, 
and made sure that everyone got to the place they need to get to on time. 

 
 
 

PCUY dance group and beaautiful costumes made by their mothers. 
 
 
 
 
 
Below are the tour map, newspaper article, and pictures of Zurowski's group. As some 

members recall – ”...he was the heart and soul of the youth circle, and we were his children...we 
loved him and respected him like a father...”. Engineer Roman Zurowski had an amazing passion, 
gave years of dedication and tireless work to Polish youth and Polish children for 20 years. 
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Takhimi Hot Springs 1973. Hot springs, and cabins, for Summer or Winter vacations. 

 

 

1975 - Mr. Zurowski with an Award for the years of work as director of PCUY. 
 
From 1974 until 1977 Dr. Wladyslaw Walter Kazun was the elected as President of the 

CPC, and during his presidency the 24
th
 General Meeting of the Canadian Polish Congress, with 
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delegates from all provinces of Canada took place in Vancouver. The New President and Board 
was elected during that national convention of Polish societies in Canada, conducted from 
October the 9

th
 to 11

th
 of 1976. 

 
In the summer of 1976 - July 31 to August 14 - with the help of a $2000 grant from the 

BC Government, the CPC's efforts, and parents, the Polish Scouts were able to travel to 
Kaszuby, Ontario, where the II World's Jamboree  of Polish Scouting took place. 

 
www.kaszuby.net/index_files/Page837.htm   

 
Photos are posted on the History of Polish Scouts on the CPC's website. 
 
In the years of 1976-1983 the CPC was actively involved in making the radio program 

"Polish Wave at the Pacific", headed by Marian Różewicz, a member of the Board of the CPC, 
the Commander of Polish Scouting in BC and also co-organizer of the "Scouts jamboree of 
Canada in Vancouver 1984 Cultus Lake". The CPC was lead and supporting a one hour weekly 
radio show which was possible thanks to Scoutmaster Marian Rozewicz, and was financed by the 
CPC. The program was broadcasted from Langley Radiostation for the next four years. That year 
the BC Branch of the CPC became a founding member of POSK (Polish Social & Cultural Center) 
in London.  

 
 

 
From 1977 to 1980 was the presidency of Leon Fus - a Polish Army officer in the West, 
repeated President of the PCA, founder of the Polish Canadian Cultural Society, involved in the 
World Congress of "Polonia of Tomorrow". 
 
 In November1977 the CPC organized a Polish Artist & Arts Exhibition, solemnly opened 
by the Mayor of Vancouver, Jack Volrich. On the initiative of President Fus, the "Polish-Canadian 
Cultural Association" (PCCA) was born.  
 PCCA appointed organization "Vatra", which prepared and issued a 554-page book - 
"Poles in British Columbia". This is so far best book about Polish-Canadian history in BC, the 
book is an excellent document of the times, and it would be good to do everything in our power to 
make it available in the form of an e-book, both in Polish and English.  
 
 Described in it are very often sensational stories, often full of sacrifice, the hard ways of 
life, or loss of homeland, that led many of her co-authors here to Canada from their loved, but lost 
Polish homeland.  
 As result of World War II and the USA-GB-SU agreement Poland lost 52% of it's teritory 
and 11 millions Polish citizen vanished, mostly due the holocaust & genocide.  
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The Eighties – Time of pope John Paul II and Solidarity. 

In the years of 1976-1983 the CPC was actively involved in making the radio program "Polish 
Wave at the Pacific", headed by Marian Różewicz, a member of the board of the CPC, the 
Commander of Polish Scouting in BC and also co-organizer of the "Scouts jamboree of Canada 
in Vancouver 1984 Cultus Lake". 

 
 In October of 1978 Karol Wojtyla became Pope - Pope John Paul II. The CPC sent letters 
to the Vatican congratulating the Polish Pope. This was a new stage in the life for Polonia around 
the world, it had changed for the better; the relation of different nationalities and countries to 
Poles and Polish Canadians. 

 
 
  
 

 Jan Pawel II, John Paul II. 
 

 
 
In 1979 the CPC set up a Committee for Refugees from Poland, and a Section of 

Social Welfare, which briefly led Lech Jaworski, followed by several years of tireless work from 
Julian Twarog. The Social Assistance Fund was created, headed by Julian Twarog which 
collected money, and granted loans of more than 20 thousand dollars. Until 1985, the CPC 
organized a number of collections of food and clothing for Poland, aid funds, and loans for 
arriving immigrants. 

 
In 1980 Karol Reklinski was elected as President of the CPC. In August, after the 

outbreak of labor strikes on the coast and throughout Poland, there has been a complete 
economic collapse, and the situation in Poland was extremely difficult. In Poland, August and 
September passed on,  and millions of workers signed for membership of the "Solidarity” Union. It 
was a time of hope for a better tomorrow, especially after the signing of the Gdansk Agreement. 
In each parish, committees operate, distributing the donations of clothes and food sent from 
Western countries and from Canada. The CPC organized support for the new trade union 
"Solidarity", and took part in the provision of material for the Independant Union Solidarity. 

 
 The work of the Committee of Social Assistance SOS did not stop for a moment. Their 
manager Julian Twarog devoted an enormous amount of time to help sailors and arriving 
refugees leave their Polish ships and immigrate..  

 
 
In the following years from 1981 to 1983 the presidency of the CPC took another member 

of  CPC - Boleslaw Wiliński. The Board the CPC stood before the great task  of coordinating the 
aid for Polish and the arriving groups of refugees - mostly sailors leaving Polish ships. On 
December 13, 1981 martial law was introduced in Poland, and the WRON (Army) took power. 
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Most of  Solidarity Union activists were interned, or as like in my case, were thrown immediately 
out of work, without any right to enter the premises of the employer, without the right to have 
income, any salary or social aid. 

 

 
The Board of the CPC coordinated with the loco unions a common manifestation in the 

Vancouver's port as a sign of support for Solidarity. They continued to organize financial support 
for Poles, collecting donations and funds, and helping arriving ship sailors and civilians 
determined to remain in Canada. 

 
In early 1981 the CPC attempted to go on a television program broadcast in Polish on 

multicultural TV channel 10 in Vancouver. In April, representatives of the CPC, Leon Fus and  
Marian Różewicz had been authorized, so the CPC organized a broadcast team directed by 
Andrew Włodyka. The first program of Polish television was broadcasted in September 1981. The 
President of the CPC were active and took part in it. The Board of the CPC repeatedly sent 
telegrams to the Federal Government requesting the strong condemnation of martial law in 
Poland. 

 
  
The CPC organized a "Committee to raise funds for food for Poland," which had 

collected nearly eight thousand dollars. They also started a collection of clothing, shoes and 
school aid for Poland with the help of Canadian schools and parishes. The action continued in 
1982. January 30

th
  1982 had been declared the "International Day of Solidarity with 

Solidarity  in Poland." The CPC participated in organizing demonstrations and rallies in support 
of the Polish fighting the WRON regime. 

 
In 1982, the CPC organized a number of TV programs in the form of blocks: Solidarity, 

talks with Professor Czaykowsky, Czeslaw Milosz, Jan Horodyłowski, performances by J. 
Pietrzak, life & works of Chopin, Wajda's "Man of Iron", and others. 

 
The national committee volunteers were: B. Wiliński, L. Fus, T. Kawecki, J. Twaróg, W. 

Mokrzycki, L.  Sosiński, S. Małczyńska, E. Nestorowicz, Z. Wawryniuk, H. Jopowicz, J. Kamiński, 
L. Jaworski and others. Many articles and interviews were posted in the press by Tadeusz A. 
Kawecki MA - an immigration consultant from Vancouver, and in 1995-1998 a director the Board 
of CPC. Below are some articles from that period. 
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For the period of 1983-1985 the CPC elected a new President - for the first time a woman 

– Elizabeth Nestorowicz – from the Federation of Polish Women in Canada – Vancouver 
Div. 

 
 
The CPC participated in the collection of funds to help the families of the internees in 

Poland, and to pay for the defense of KOR and Solidarity activists. They also organized balls and 
picnics of the CPC in order to promote and to obtain additional funding. The representative of the 
CPC began to participate in board meetings of Mosaic. In 1984 the CPC became a member of 
the Brotherhood-Interfaith Society. The President of the CPC participated in the Congress of  
Polonia of the Free World in London in May of 1984. In the same year, in September, the Board 
the CPC was preparing a plan to welcome Pope John Paul II. Under the aegis of the CPC the 
Welcome Pope Committee was created, which consisted of members of all Polish organizations 
in BC. President Nestorowicz personally sought the gifts for the Pope.  

Two days before the arrival of the Pope at the Hotel West Bayshore Inn in Vancouver 
the CPC organized an exhibition of gifts for the Pope, including those donated by Polish-
Canadian and American artists. 

 
 

 

 
 

Arrival and welcome of the John Paul II at the Abbotsford airport. 
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5 thousand Poles greeted the Pope at Abbotsford airport. 

 
 
 
The gifts for the John Paul II from Polish artist in BC & USA. From the left: president CPC 
Elzbieta Nestorowicz, Elzbieta Fedyczkowska – Friends of Solidarity Association, Jerzy Kusmider 
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Polish Radio Program at CJVB. 
 

 
Mrs & Mr. Kusmider. 

 
In the years of 1985 - 1987 the President of the CPC was Henry Jopowicz. Martial 

law in Poland was suspended in 1983, and in June of 1983 Pope John Paul II visited Poland. 
After this visit it was easier to get a passport, and many Poles travelled under various pretexts to 
Germany, Greece, Austria, France and other European countries. After arrival applied for political 
asylum. From camps or through emigration office, they applied for refugee status and immigration 
to USA, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. Many Poles were living in transit camps in various 
European countries. In the years of 1985 - 1990 British Columbia also got the largest wave of 
emigration of Poles.  

The board of the CPC, as well as Polish organizations took part in sponsoring refugees 
under the "self-sponsor program". The PCA, "Zgoda”, St. Casimir Parish, White Eagle Polish 
Association and others sponsored immigrants. The CPC was also involved in a "self-sponsor” 
immigration program led by  a retired teacher – Mr. Stanisław Borowicz. 

 
Under this program, I came to BC in 1988, in 1989 I joined "Zgoda” Society and in 1990 

became a Secretary of the Board of the CPC.  The Polish Friendship „Zgoda” sent me as a 
delegate to the XXXI General Meeting of Canadian Polish Congress in St. Catharines Ontario. 
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The Nineties – Years of Anniversaries:  

      The 50th anniversary of the CPC, 70th anniversary of 
Zgoda, 50th anniversary of the Parish, 50th anniversary 
of the PCA, and the 25th anniversary of Friend of Scouts. 

 
The next President of the CPC was Feliks Mazurek, a member of the ”Zgoda”, and he 

held his position until 1992. In addition to immigration issues, traditional festivals and celebrations 
of national holidays, the CPC organized an annual Congressional Picnic and Ball. The Board of 
CPC Directors consisted: v-ce president Stan Borowicz, secretary Celina Zwanska, 
treasurer Janina Lipiec, record secretary Andrzej Kopczynski, directors: Boleslaw 
Grzybowicz, Jolanta Zelichowski, Marian Zelichowski, Maria Roche. The Board decides to 
fund the brass plate memorializing the Katyn Massacre, which was later installed in St. Casimir 
Church.  

The CPC had 9 member organizations: Zgoda Society, PCA Div.#3, Polish Women 
Federation #4, M.Kopernik Foundation, Polish Philatelic Society, Friends of Scouts, White 
Eagle, Girl Scouts Troop & Boy Scouts Troop. 

 
The CPC organized a petition for immigrants who couldn't achieve landed immigrant 

status.  At the end of the President's term, the CPC donated for the improvement of St. Casimir 
Church. They built ramps, side entrances for people in wheelchairs, and paid for the renovation of 
the interior & stained glass windows in the church. The CPC gave the Parish the amount of 
$50,500.  

 
In addition, the CPC sponsored the Professor Rose Fund at UBC, for students who 

wished to take the program in Polish. 
 

 

The Jubilee years 1994-1996: 
 
Under the topic of the CPC 1994-1996 I've included a list of organizations and their 

CEOs,  the addresses belonging to the CPC, and to the Executive Committee of the CPC in 
Toronto. The list includes longtime members and new. The presidents of these organizations are 
excellent people, with very rich CVs, such as the officer of the Polish Army Kazimierz Rutczynski, 
who had the honor of being presented to Queen Elizabeth. He escaped from several prison 
camps and prisons during the war.  

 
1) Polish Combatants Association #3 - President Henryk Radziszewski – 1134 Kingsway, 
Vancouver, BC, V5V 3C3, 90 members. 
2) Polish Combatants Association #28 – President Kazimierz Rutczynski – Lumby, BC, 
PO.Box.304 VOE 2GO, 17 members. 
3) Polish Combatants Association #29 – President Kazimierz Halecki – 2624 Fernwood St. 
Victoria, BC,V8T 3A2, 41 members. 
4) Polish Friendship ”Zgoda” Society – President Janusz Wijata, 4015 Fraser St. Vancouver, BC, 
V5V 4E6, 176 members. 
5) Polish Fishing & Hunting Club - President Roman Sopoliński, 4015 Fraser St, Vancouver, BC, 
V5V 4E6, 40 members. 
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6) Society of Friends of Polish Panorama - President Tadeusz Marcak, 101-9474 Cook Rd, 
Chilliwack BC, V2P 4J7, 18 members. 
7) Polish Women Federation #12 - President Joanna Jaholkowska, 7597 Vern Street, Mission, 
BC, V2V 3C2, 16 members. 
8) Polish Women Federation #4 – President Jadwiga Keats, 638, W 22 Avenue, Vancouver, BC, 
V5Z 1Z6, 42 members. 
9) White Eagle Polish Association in Victoria - President Celina Florczak, 90 Dock Street, 
Victoria, BC, V8V 2A1, 52 members. 
10) Polish Philatelic Society Vancouver – President Józef Podejko, , 510 George St, New 
Westminster, BC, V3L 1L2, 16 members. 
11) Polonez Tri-City Polish Association – President Bożena Łukomska-Khan, 1396 Southerland 
Ave, Port Coquitlam, BC, V3W 2N4, 20 members. 
12) Friends of Scouts in Vancouver – President Barbara Żórowska, 1596 W 63 Ave, Vancouver, 
BC, V5S 3V7. 
13) Boy Scouts Troop in Vancouver – President Zdzisław Radomski, 346 East 22 Street, North 
Vancouver, BC, V3L 3C7. 
14) Girl Scouts Troop in Vancouver – President Anette Blacharska, 1596 W 63 Avenue, 
Vancouver, BC, V5S 3V7. 
15) Nicolaus Copernicus Foundation – Charity – President Hanna McGee, 3150 Rosemont Drive, 
Vancouver, BC, V5S 2C9, 16 members. 
16) Foundation for Aging Artists – President Janina Stencel, 3919 Fraser St, Vancouver, BC, V5V 
4E5, 20 members.   
17) Polish Canadian Cultural Society – President Grzegorz Rowiński, 104960 139 Street, Surrey, 
BC, V3T 4R5, 30 members. 
18) Polish Women Federation #16, – President Renata Stanielewicz, 13129 72 Avenue, Surrey 
BC, V3V 2N4, 16 members. 
 

Other than the CPC members, there was the Society of the Friends of Solidarity, which 
was established at the PCA, and cooperated with the CPC. The Polish Publishing Institute 
cooperated with the CPC, along with NOFA Radio 102.7, Radio Gamma, the Polish Sailing Club 
in Vancouver, and a few Polish Schools. 

 
 

In 1994, it was the 50th Anniversary of the Canadian Polish Congress. The 
General Meeting of the CPC elected Andrzej Kopczynski, the Vice President of 
Polish Friendship ”Zgoda” Society, as the new President of the CPC. 

 
The most important group for the CPC was the youth, Polonaise, Polish newspaper, 

Polish radio, Polish scouting, Polish schools and Polish organizations awaiting help from the 
CPC. In 1994, the CPC entered a number of new organizations. Members of the Board visited the 
White Eagle Polish Association and the PCA in Victoria, Okanagan, Vernon, FPP in Chilliwack, 
Scouts camp at Cultus Lake, Polish Club in Kelowna and tried to raise funds for the 50

th
 

anniversary of the CPC. 
 
The following is a list of members from the Board of the 50

th
 anniversary of the CPC – 

the people who made it possible for the CPC & Polonia to appear in Canadian media during the 
Polish Days, which were a 3-day long event. 18 Polish organizations participated in a street 
parade, and television coverage of the 50

th
 anniversary of the CPC and the Polish Days, provided 

by 2 vans Cabelnet TV Cogeco Canada.  

 
Cogeco also gave the CPC a gift, not only in the form of free transmission & mobile 

stations, but also in the form of a recorded and edited, high-quality "master tape". All of this 
was possible thanks to the efforts of Tadeusz Marcak, head of the Polish TV program and his 
partners Janusz Kurzak and Henryk Sindalski from the station POLISH PANORAMA TV Cogeco 
in Chilliwack. 
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THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE CANADIAN POLISH CONGRESS  1994-95 

 
-Vice President - Dr. Grażyna Pawlikowska 
-Vice President - Anna Luba-Lubicz MA 
-Treasuerer - Jan Poźniak 
- Millennium Fund - Curator - Stefan Ozdoba 
-Immigration - Bolesław Wiliński 
-Cultural - Ryszard Kiełb MA 
-Secretrary - Maria Karulis 
-Radio & Press - Andrzej Rezmer ME, Maciej Pałeczek 
-Mosaic - Maria Roche 
-Events & Bulletin -Tadeusz Marcak 
-Social welfare – Ewa Stryj & Grazyna Plekas. 
-Advertising – Zbigniew Owczarzak 
-Flagbearer - Stanisław Jaworski 
 

 
 
 
 
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE CANADIAN POLISH CONGRESS  1995-96 
 
-Vice President - Elizabeth Kozłowski MA 
-Vice President - Dr. Grażyna Pawlikowska 
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-Treasuerer - Jan Poźniak 
-Secretary - Maria Karulis 
-Secretary - Alfreda Malinowska 
-Immigration and Mass Media - Tadeusz Kawecki MA 
-Young Generation Comittee – Chairman Elżbieta Narodowska 
   -Dr. Grażyna Pawlikowska 
   -Lucyna Ozdoba 
-Events Comittee - Chairman Tadeusz Marcak 

- Elizabeth Kozłowski MA 
- Alina Jacek 
- Lucyna Ozdoba 

-Social Welfare Comittee - Chairman Grażyna Plekas 
-  Bogumił Garm MA 
- Jadwiga Runcewicz 

-Bulletin Editor - Tadeusz Marcak 
-Flagbearer - Stanisław Jaworski 
 

 
 
 Due to efforts to obtain more funds from the Gaming Commission, members of 
the CPC: Andrzej Kopczynski, Elizabeth Kozlowski, Jan Pozniak, Grazyna Plekas, and 
Teresa Pozniak passed training in the Justice Institute and received a license to operate 
Casino Nights. As a result, they managed to get a yearly total of $20,000, which they 
used to sponsor the Polish Days, exhibitions, artists and purchase of selected works 
carried out under the direction of Richard Kiełb. They paid teachers from the Song 

and Dance Ensemble Polonaise, which was a showcase of ”Zgoda” and the CPC, as 
well as Tri-City Polish Association. 
 
The Board of the Canadian Polish Congress BC Branch actively helped in the 
provincial registration of the following Polish organizations: 
 
- Friends of Polish Panorama TV - Chilliwack, 
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- Polonez Tri-City Polish Association, 
- Polish-Canadian Cultural Society - Surrey, 
- Polonez Dance Group, 
- Foundation for Aging Artists, 

 - Polish Fishing & Hunting Club Hubertus. 
 

 
The CPC provided financial support to Polish schools in Coquitlam and Victoria, paid an 

annual contribution to the Professor Rose Fund at UBC, collected applications and obtained 
scholarship support for students who took Polish courses at UBC. Each year they scholarship 
they gave supported an average of seven to eight students. In the May of 1994 the CPC 
traditionally organized an anniversary of the Constitution of May 3

rd
, and in the June of 1994 the 

Annual Picnic  which the CPC organized attracted more than 400 people.  
We were present at the 50-th Anniversary of Monte Casino battle. 

Anniversary of the Monte Casino victory at PCA Branch #3 at Kingsway. Members of 
CPC Board Ewa Stryj, Jan Pozniak, Andrzej Kopczynski, Brunon Jaroszynski. 

 
In the September of 1994, the Polish Days - Celebrating the 50

th
 anniversary of the 

CPC, the CPC invited a number of VIPs to the event - including the Consul of RP Kasprzyk and 
the Polish Consulate , Hon. Joan Sawicki MLA British Columbia, Canadian Senator Ross 
Perrot, the Mayor of the City of Vancouver Gordon Campbell, Father Majek OMI, all former 
Presidents of the CPC, Duchess Cztwertyński Elizabeth (widow of the first President the 
CPC) and Frederica Żurowski (the widow of Engineer Romana Żurawski - the architect and 

builder and funds questor of ”Zgoda” Society), all Presidents, Governors, and Board Members 
of Canadian Polish Congress organizations in BC. 

 
 

  The jubilee of the 50
th
 anniversary began on a Holy Mass in the St. Casimir Church, in 

which was blessed the gorgeous flag of the CPC, funded by donors. After the mass, a street 
parade was formed. The RCMP blocked traffic, at the head of parade went the ”Harvest Crown” 
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at over a meter high (donated by Mrs. & Mr. Gałysa), which was followed by the Flagbearers. A 
band played on a platform, which was on a decorated truck. Dancing members of the Polonaise 
followed, on their own platform, and after them were the Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts, sports 
teams, representatives of all 16 organizations the CPC, banners and flags, and a banner of the 
50

th
  anniversary. The few hundred people in the street parade went from the church to King 

Edward Street and to the Polish Community Centre Polish Friendship ”Zgoda” Society. 

 

 
At the top hall of ”Zgoda” the ceremony of passing the "crop crone" to the Polish Hall  

President Julian Twarog took place, after the occasional greeting of all guests. VIPs gave 
speeches, there were performances from the Polonaise, children and youth from Polish schools, 
Parish of St. Casimir, Polish Scouts, sports groups showed up from Tricity and Richmond, there 
was singing, and harvest chants. 

 

 
The entire Jubilee event, thanks to the Society of Friends of the Chilliwack Polish 

Panorama, was bradcasted from coast to coast, and recorded by TV COGECO CABELNET 
CANADA who sent us two TV broadcasting vans. 

 

 
 An exhibition of Polish art, and a huge exhibition of paintings and sculptures by Polish 
artists from BC took place in the lower halls of ”Zgoda” - all thanks to the resourcefulness and 
operability of the group under the direction of Polish artist - Richard Kiełb.  

 
A part of his exibition is posted on the CPC web site under Artist's window – Ryszard Kielb's 
video. 
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Part of the art exhibition: from the back Gilbert Bartholomew, Anna Lubicz-Bartholomew, 
Mariusz Kwiatkowski with saxophone. 

 
Also on the sport field next to the ”Zgoda”, there were sports shows and football matches 

– the Polonia derby. A few stands and tents were placed in the parking lot of ”Zgoda”, where food 
and other goods were served by Polish organization members, among others ”Hubertus”, 
”Zgoda', ”Friends of Scouts”. For the first time in the history of British Columbia the Polish beers 
Okocim and Zywiec were brought to Vancouver (by directors CPC via Liquor Board). 

 
Written invitation to participate in the "Polish Days 50

th
 Anniversary of the Canadian 

Polish Congress" had been delivered to all Canadians that lived on the route of the parade and 
those living in the vicinity of ”Zgoda”. Many people came for this reason and celebrated together 
with the Polish community. 
  

During the 3-day event over 4,000 people passed through the Polish House ”Zgoda”. 
Thanks to the generosity of the Poles we managed to organize an event in which the number of 
participants was only overshadowed by the visit of the Pope in BC - Abbotsford-1984 - where 
5000  of the Polish community arrived. An almost three-hour movie was edited the TV COGECO, 
copies of which were sold by the Board of the CPC. Currently we have created a "digital" version 
of the film, which will soon be available. Youth and children performing during the 50th 
anniversary of the CPC are now already people in middle age.  

 
Many photos of the street parade, the Polish Days, and 50

th
 anniversary Ball is contained 

in a photo album on the CPC web page and on the CPC's Facebook. 
 

  
 
 In October, the 50th anniversary Banquet & Ball of the CPC at the Hotel Vancouver 
took place, which was prepared by the Vice President of the CPC, MA. Anna Lubicz Luba 
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invited many guests, including Senator Hajdasz. The program of Banquet & Ball, the list of guests 
of honor, and its course is shown on the CPC website. Anna Luba Lubicz, and Senator Hajdasz 
on behalf of the CPC introduced the participants to the history of the CPC. Formal speeches and 
congratulations to the CPC lasted nearly three hours, then the President of the CPC thanked 
everyone for their wonderful speeches and congratulations, and invited to dinner. Many 
photographs of the 50

th
  anniversary are shown on the CPC's webpage, thanks to the talent, skill 

and relentless work of Iwona Świątczak ME - Current Vice-President of the CPC-BC. 

 

 
 In November, the CPC organized the Anniversary of Independence. During this 
ceremony  49 badges and many medals were handed during this event. 

 

List of awarded: 
 
Gold badges:  

Maciej Zaleski (791), Julia Jarosiński (792), Józef Śmiłkowski (793), Józef Janowicz (794), 
Pelagia Kojder (795), Jan Kojder (796), Celina Florczak (797), Jadwiga Runcewicz (789), Zofia 
Wawryniuk (790), Irena Tenderenda (787), Władysław Twaróg (779), Antonina Marcjan (789), 
Celina Zwańska (*), Stanisław Freyman (799), Hanna McGee (800), Anna Freyman (801), 
Henryka Filipowicz (802), Elżbieta Czetwertyńska (798). 

  

Silver badges: 

Jan Nowak (624), Stanisława Smoleń (625), Antoni Smoleń (626), Jan Poźniak 628), Władysława 
Kochanowska (629), Andrzej Kopczyński (630), Ludwik Gackowski (631), Elżbieta Czetwertyńska 
(638), Maria Pławska (637), Francszek Siudut (639), Elżbieta Marciniak-Nestorowicz (633), 
Feliksa Mazurek (634), Bronisława Tomczyk (635). 
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Brass badges: 

Władysław Machel (313), Kazimiera Jaworska (314), Anna Poźniak (315), Władysław Szcęsny 
(316), Dorota Balicka (317), Michał Brzozowski (318), Edward Zarchyński (319), Teresa Poźniak 
(320), Janina Grzybowicz (321), Jan Chrzanowski (322), Marcin Ozdoba (323), Jadwiga Wójcik 
(324), Władysław Bargowski (325), Jerzy Bojda (326), Kazimierz Bogaczewicz (327), Tadeusz 
Marcak (328), Irena Dylon (327). 

  

Gold medal of the 50-Anniversary of Canadian Polish Congress 
 

  
 
 The next year the XXXIII General Assembly of the CPC was held in Thunder Bay, and for 
the first time in the history of the CPC delegates adopted resolution on individual membership   
(for doctors, businessmen, lawyers, craftsmen, artists, and others), on the basis of affiliation. The 
General Assembly of Congress declared that the CPC Constitution Commission would develop 
appropriate amendments to the Statute and the By-law of the CPC. These, however, were not 
developed until today. Some Branches of the CPC have provincial registrations, which was 
accepted by General Assembly of Congress, "with the condition that it will be benefiting the 
Branch of the CPC". 
 
  
 Since the May of 1995, the CPC began publishing a monthly Bulletin of the CPC, with a 
circulation of 400-600 copies, which also doubled as an insert to the newspaper Gazeta 
Informacyjna – many hours were devoted to its edition by Tadeusz Marcak, and it was printed by 
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Jan Pozniak . The bulletin was also a platform for reliable information for the Polish community, 
where societies could publish whatever was needed. The Board of the CPC could pass 
messages from Headquarters in Toronto or the Board in Vancouver. There ware always news or 
articles about the plans, views, or work of the 18 associate organizations. It was all free for the 
CPC organizations, including advertisement. Members of the CPC Board had spent countless 
hours to distribute usually 12 page long Bulletin. 
 
 The existing Polish private newspapers (just born in 1992-93) did not always have the 
desire or time to write about Polish societies.  
 Not everyone believed in our organizations, with provincial registrations, paying 
premiums, following the By-laws of the CPC, approved by the Head Office of the CPC in Toronto. 
The CPC believe they should have the democratic right to decide the fate of the CPC in BC. 
  

In the May of 1995 the CPC organized an anniversary of Constitution on May 3
rd

, during 
which the president awarded badges and medals to members of the CPC.  

 
A unique & historic moment in CPC history was the presence of the CPC delegation at 

the session of Parliament of British Columbia. MLA Joan Sawicki gave a speech about the 
historical significance of the Constitution of May 3

rd
, addressed to the Speaker and Members 

of Parliament, and invited representatives of the CPC to sit in the gallery. The Board of the CPC 
delegated the Board of the White Eagle Association to join this ceremony in Parliament. 
Parliamentarians applauded the presence of representatives of the CPC. 

 
The Board of the CPC was involved with the creation of the Trust Fund for the benefit of 

children of Elizabeth Donasewicz, and took part in the meeting in memory of her at North Road 
and at the funeral. The Board took part in the meeting of the City Council of Burnaby, where he 
presented the project of the monument to commemorate the hundreds of women who were 
murdered in BC, made by Ryszard Wojciechowski. This project was not approved by the 
Councillors of Burnaby. 

 
The Board asked the other ethnic groups to support the collection of funds for 

schoolarships for the children of Elizabeth. Radio NOFA, Andrew Rezmer, Radio Gamma, the 
Polish Credit Union, the Vancity Credit Union, Polish shops and organizations collected donations 
from the Polish community. A signifcant part of financial aid came from Indian and Chinese ethnic 
groups. The Board also received a letter from BC's Parliament, with support and assistance 
signed by Joan M. Sawicki MLA Burnaby-Willington. 

 

 
The CPC eventually established a Trust Fund, whose trustees were: J.Wójcik head of the 

Polish Credit Union, S.Pritchard teacher, A. Kopczynski President CPC. The Trust Fund gave the 
children of Elizabeth about 30 thousand dollars. Most of the funds the children received when 
they reached adulthood. The last transfers were in 2010, and the trust fund was closed. 
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The CPC organized the annual Polish Picnic in June, with the participation of over a 

thousand Poles, with a lottery, competitions, and prizes. The process of the incorporation of the 
Canadian Polish Congress British Columbia Branch, which lasted 6 months, was completed, 
and the Branch got a Certificate of Provincial Incorporation Number 33962 dated July 20, 
1995.  

 
This came after the Assembly Interim Meeting where the delegates CPC BC Branch 

unanimously approved the draft registration (48 delegates for, 2 delegates abstained). The Board 
decided to apply to Revenue Canada to obtain a "charity number". The Board members 
continued, "Casino Nights" bringing in needed funds. The Board of the CPC as a consequence of 
Provincial Incorporation now had legal rights to apply for and make an application for a grant from 
the BC Gaming Commission in 1996 – for the first time in the CPC's history. 
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Casino nights volunteers - directors from CPC Jan Pozniak, Teresa Pozniak, Andrzej 
Kopczynski, Elizabeth Kozlowski & (not present) Grazyna Plekas. 

 
 In the summer of 1995, during a vacation, Polish Scouts received a beautiful gift from the 
Society of Friends Polish Panorama - Chilliwack – a $300 donation for a camp at Cultus Lake.  
 
 In September, the board of the CPC organized another Polish Days event – joined with   
”Zgoda”, again a great event with artistic exhibitions, where they purchased works of art, more 
than 3 thosand spectators, and another big financial success. There were three days of 
presentation of Polish culture and sport. There is gallery of photos from POLISH DAYS 95 in the 
section of History of ”Zgoda” Society, and there will be more galleries, as the current board of the 
CPC gets more and more pictures and articles from the past years. These were so far the 
greatest Polish events in BC's history with several folk dance groups from other ethnic 
communities, great food and refreshments,  several thousand people participating in the parade, 
visiting Polish House "Zgoda" Society, or participating in sports and cultural shows. This was the 
annual "harvest" of Polish culture, achievements, tradition, and sports. Again, more than 300 
letter-invitations in English has been delivered to all residents of the homes on the parade route, 
and buildings surrounding "Zgoda" Society. Also during the Polish Days 1996, the CPC 
celebrated the jubilee of the 70

th
 anniversary of Polish Frienship "Zgoda” Society in which the 

entire Board the CPC and associated societies participated. Issued were "Medals of the 70th 
Anniversary", which were awarded to many members of "Zgoda”. 
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 At the advice of lawyer A. Włodyka, and at the request of the United Nations and the Minister of 
Immigration Canada, the Board of the CPC had committed to sponsor a pair of young refugee 
from Bosnia. We have many photos in the CPC History photo gallery, from the welcome parties 
prepared for the Bosnian refugees in homes of Board Members: Mrs. Plecas, Mrs. Kozlowski & 
Mr. Kawecki. There is also newspaper release, that may be posted later. 

 
 In December the CPC visited the Secretary General of Executive Committee of the CPC. 
The "Zgoda” Society held a meeting of presidents, vice presidents and secretaries of all Polish 
organizations. With the Board of the CPC, they discussed provincial registration. The Secretary 
General of the Canadian Polish Congress announced again that the Councils of the Congress 
and the CPC Head Office does not dispute and is not against the provincial registration of 
Quebec's branch, some branches of the CPC in Ontario, Winnipeg and British Columbia, and the 
specific provisions of the Rules would be developed by 31

st
 of January 1997. 

 
 In the February of 1996, the next Information Bulletin (#10) of the CPC BC Branch 
was released, devoted entirely to the 25

th
 anniversary of the founding of the Friends of Scouting 

Society. Perhaps one day they would all be published on the internet. The information contained 
in them had been close to 20 years old. It was the last Bulletin of the Period of the 50

th
 

Anniversary of the CPC, the 50
th
 Anniversary of the Parish, the 70

th
 anniversary of "Zgoda", the 

25
th
 anniversary of Friends of Scouts Society. The newsletter has been discontinued by the new 

board of the CPC. In total, the Information Bulletins of the CPC BC Branch contained nearly 
100 pages of history of the CPC, and associated organizations, their boards, and activities of that 
period. The archive the CPC icluded a lot of memorabilia, including 4 albums with 1100 
photographs of the period from 1994 to 1996, and one album of 80 pictures from years prior to 
50

th
 anniversary. The archive of the CPC  and its property were under the care of the next 

presidents of the CPC and the Polish Friendship "Zgoda" Society. 
 

Bulletins below: 
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The last Bulletin of the CPC's front page. It contained 16 pages of history of Polish Scouting in 
BC. 
 

 
  

The next president of the CPC District BC after March of 1997 was Dr. Grazyna 
Grace Pawlikowska. The Board appointed by the CPC was composed of Grazyna Plecas, Alina 
Jacek, Celina Florczak, Stanislaw Freyman, Jan Pozniak, Tadeusz Kawecki MA, Virginia Poźnak, 
Barbara Zorowski, Stanislaw Jaworski, and Tadeusz Nazar.  

 
The General Assembly of all member societies of the CPC BC Branch adopted a 

resolution (47 votes in favor and 3 abstained) approving the provincional registration of the CPC 
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Branch of BC (approved new statutes and rules of the Branch). The General Assembly instructed 
the new Presidents the CPC to continue issuing "Information Bulletin of the CPC". For various 
reasons the newsletter the CPC has been discontinued. 

 
The General Meeting also instructed new Board to send an application to the Ministry of 

Finances - BC Gaming Commission, to receive funds – a grant for sponsoring Polish schools, 
cultural events, youth, scouts, and exhibition of arts, as the funds could only be given to the 
societies having a provincial registration number, that the CPC received. 

 
In Septermber 1997 the CPC co-organized the Polish Days Festival, and below is the 

”Zgoda” newsletter. The main events were traditionally in Polish Friendship Zgoda Societies, with 
participation of member organizations of the CPC. 

 

 

 

 

These above were 8 pages of Polish Days Newsletter „Polak w BC”. 
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The CPC took part in the Jubilee of the 5
th
 anniversary of the Polish Fishing & Hunting 

Club Hubertus, and the ceremony of founding Hubertus' banner. In November, on the occasion of 
the Anniversary of Independence at the solemn academy, they handed out a number of gold, 
silver and bronze badges of the CPC. The year ended with Annual Congress Ball. 

 

 

 

 

Between 97-98 Jolanta Radomska, Nina Barczak and Janusz Wijata were added to the 
Board. The CPC had 17 member organizations from BC. 

 

In 97-98, the CPC Board in British Columbia was as follows: 

Vice President Tadeusz Kawecki MA, Dr. Anthony Otto, Alfred Malinowska, Grazyna 
Plecas,  Attorney Andrew Włodyka, Correspondence Secretary Elizabeth Skrzymowska, Minutes 
Secretary Wojciech Zimnicki, Treasurer Celina Zwańska, Secretary for Culture Richard Kilb MA. 
Millenium Curator Jadwiga Keats, and the Audit Committee: Jozef Stawecki, Maria Karulis, and 
former President for Western Canada W. Wierzbicki. 

 

The Board of the CPC organized all the festivities of the CPC, and cooridated the annual 
plan of events of all Polish organizations. In November, during the academy on the occasion of 
Independence Day Anniversary, traditionally gold, silver and bronze badges were awarded to 
CPC activists nominated by the organizations affiliated with the CPC BC. 

 

In 1997, the CPC intervened again on "Polish concentration camps ....”, the wording 
placed in article in the Vancouver Sun. Vice President T. Kawecki led to the rectification in 
Vancouver Sun on this topic. 

 In 1999-2000, the CPC organized traditional events and celebrations: The Anniversary of 
the Constitution of May 3

rd
, the Anniversary of Independence on November 11

th
 , the Picnic and 

Ball of the CPC. The CPC took part in the celebrations organized by affiliated organizations. 

 The largest events were organized by ”Zgoda” and the Polonaise Tri-City Polish 
Association.  

 In 1999, the president of the CPC was Edward Dornia, who has been leading CPC BC 
Board until 2000. Traditional events were continued as usual in the passing decade. The 
secretary of CPC was Elzbieta Skrzymowska. She soon will provide more data and they will be 
posted. 

 In 1999 Huberus acquired 12.5 acres of land, in the Country of 1000 Lakes, in the village 
of Twins Lake – Cariboo. The club made a flag, began to build cabins, and was awarded the 
Honorary Diploma by the Tri-City Polish Association for many years of participation in the Polish 
Days in the Tri-City. The pictures are posted on the CPC website, under Hubertus History. 
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Unveling the Memory Plag with names of all past presidents of Zgoda Society – 

1926-1996, and the portrait of Engineer Roman Zurowski  was the last great event of the 
90-ties. From the left S.Jaworski, J.Wijata, S.Pozniak, E.Kozlowski, A.Kopczynski at the 
70th Anniversary of the Polish Friendship Zgoda Society from which the Canadian Polish 

Congress BC Branch started in 1950.  
Many of past Zgoda's presidents were also past presidents of CPC. 

 

In 21st century The Polish Days traditions were continued by Polonez TriCity 
Polish Association, thanks to Bozena Lukomska Khan, and the festival is continued up 

to this time. The Polish Days in TriCity are organized every year, and I estimate that in 
the past decade there were more then 20 thousand Polish Canadians and Canadians 
present at these 3-day festivals. 

 
 

 
The history of Canadian Polish Congress BC Branch written by me ends at the 

year 2000. The old millenium ended, and new millenium started.  
 

There will be new writers of the history of CPC for the 21 century & possibly the 
past presidents of CPC BC: Mr. Podgurski, Mrs. & Mr. Tokarczuk, and Mr. Brusilo will 
provide them with some documents and photos and their recalls of events they had 
experienced.  

 
 

Unfortunatelly for Polish community the CPC BC Branch lost 15 of  its member 
valuable organizations  just in one decade.  In 2010 there were only 3 organizations 
remaining as a part of the CPC.  
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Currently a new Board has been estabished for the CPC BC Branch. It has a 

chance to become the best Board of the 21st century, has an excellent team, and shows 
that it is possible to create a historical web site featuring the CPC in British Columbia in 
the first months of their term. This is also the Board of 70th Anniversary of CPC. 

 The New Board has the ability and experience in organizing big events for 
Polonia,  they grew out of the beautiful tradition of the Tri-City Polish 
Association, has ambitious plans of activities, the correct approach to provide 

full information about the CPC and about Polish organizations, and already the 
effects of their intensive work, can be seen on their rich website and Facebook of 
the Canadian Polish Congress – BC Branch. 

I wish them all the best. I believe they will be remembered. 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by Andrzej Kopczyński BE, February 2014. 

 

 

 

 


